We have taken advantage of the improved baselines and higher sensitivity available with the upgraded Arecibo 305m telescope to create a new H I spectral line catalog of disk galaxies which can be used as a reference catalog for anyone interested in 21-cm spectral line work. In all 108 galaxies were observed, covering 24h of the sky at declinations between 0
Introduction
The 21-cm neutral hydrogen line is possibly the most commonly observed spectral line by centimeter wavelength telescopes. Yet a brief perusal through any collection of of H I observations on a gas-rich galaxy will often find flux measurements varying by 5% -100%, or more ; NED 1 ). The reasons behind these discrepancies are many-fold. The simplest explanation for the differences is various telescopes' beam sizes and shapes. That is, observing a galaxy with H I spread over a 10 ′ region with the Arecibo 305m telescope (3.6
′ FWHM beam at 1.4 GHz) would certainly result in a different flux measurement than if that same object were observed with the Green Bank Telescope (9.2 ′ FWHM beam at 1.4 GHz). Yet while the differences in beam sizes and patterns may account for some of the discrepancies seen, it cannot be the only explanation, as only a fraction of the known galaxies have diameters larger than the Arecibo beam. (Roughly 15% of the galaxies in the UGC catalog have optical diameters >2 ′ -Nilson 1973.) Instead, or in addition, to the previous explanation, the discrepancies in the different measurements 1 Work done while at Arecibo Observatory 1 NED, the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database, is operated by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
may be due to inaccuracies in the hardware and software used for data taking and analysis. These can include pointing offsets, unstable hardware resulting in baseline variations, rapid (compared to the frequency of measurements) temperature fluctuations, poor telescope focus, and over-or under-estimates of line flux due to inaccurate baseline fitting. In addition, line flux measurements can suffer from erroneous values of both the astronomical (gain) and system (temperature) calibration values due to either inaccuracies in the measurements or or measurement which are sampled too sparsely in time, frequency, or position to accurately reflect the system. As a result of the variations found in the different H I galaxy catalogs, astronomers wishing to obtain accurate flux values for a given galaxy are often forced to average the various measurements found in published catalogs, invoke a selection effect on the previous measurements, assuming some measurements are more accurate than others, or simply re-observe the objects of interest with the hope that their data will be be more reliable, on average, than that found in the literature. While all of the above methods are sound and should be encouraged, they can also be impractical, particularly when the researcher is interested in comparing their own results against a consistent, well-defined catalog with readily understood errors. This is not meant to imply that catalogs of H I measurements found in the literature are in general unreliable, simply that as the purpose of the majority of catalogs is to look for statistical information regarding the neutral hydrogen content in the studied galaxies, the errors associated with the measurements for an individual galaxy can be fairly high.
Previous efforts have been made to generate extremely accurate lists of H I in galaxies for calibration and references purposes (e.g. Tifft 1992; Schneider, et al. 1992; Huchtmeier & Richter 1988; BaiesiPillastrini & Palumbo 1986) . However, as a result of its recent upgrade (Salter 2002) , the Arecibo 305m telescope now offers unprecedented stable baselines, increased sensitivity, and extremely good pointing. As a consequence, we have taken advantage of Arecibo's exceptional performance and have observed over 100 galaxies with the aim of offering a catalog of H I observations which can be used as a reference catalog for anyone interested in 21-cm spectral line work. All of the data and results for this project are publicly available online at both http://www.gb.nrao.edu/∼koneil/HIsurvey and http://www.naic.edu/∼astro/HIsurvey.
Catalog Selection
The galaxies chosen cover the complete Arecibo sky (−1
• < δ < 38.5 • ), with at least three galaxies within any given hour of LST. Additionally, an attempt was made to cover velocity space from 0 -25,000 km s −1 . However, our requirement that the objects' signal-to-noise be reasonably high within a few minutes of observation (detailed below) resulted in the majority of the objects lying at <8,000 km s −1 . To remedy this problem, a few objects were observed which do not meet the signal-to-noise criteria. These objects are noted in Table 1 , which also gives a complete listing of galaxies observed and their coordinates, and Figures 1 and 2 show the distribution of the galaxies in velocity, Declination, and Right Ascension space.
In addition to the above constraints, the selection for the catalog was based on five major criteria. The observed galaxies should:
• Have previous 21-cm line measurements indicating an emission of at least 10 mJy. This ensures a signal-to-noise ratio at Arecibo of >8 after five minutes of on-source observation (using 8.5 km s −1 channel −1 resolution);
• Have an optical diameter, D 25 ≤ 2 ′ to avoid the galaxy's H I from extending past the ∼3.5 ′ Arecibo beam;
• Be isolated to a 10 ′ , 1000 km s −1 radius to avoid contamination through the beam side-lobes;
• Have no significant continuum emission. This avoids residual standing waves which arise from Arecibo's partially blocked aperture (Ghosh & Salter 2001) .
No information regarding the distribution of the H I for the observed galaxies was used in determining the catalog, in large part due to the fact that such information is not available for many of the galaxies observed. As a result, any discontinuities or asymmetries in the galaxies' H I distribution was not accounted by this project.
Observations, Calibration, and Data Reduction
Data was taken with the L-narrow receiver between Aug, 2001 -July, 2002 . Each galaxy was observed with two polarization channels at two different resolutions (12.5 MHz/2048 channels for 1.3 km s −1 channel −1 resolution and 6.25 MHz/2048 channels for 0.63 km s −1 channel −1 resolution at 1420 MHz). Standard position switching techniques were used for all observations, tracking the same azimuth and zenith angle for the off-source observation as for the onsource observation to reduce differences in the baseline shapes. Observations were typically 5 minutes on-source and 5-minutes off-source, although the total time was occasionally reduced if the telescope scheduling required it. Temperature measurements (with a calibrated noise diode) were made after each on+off observation pair. Details on the noise diode calibration can be found on the Arecibo web pages at http://www.naic.edu/∼astro/Lnarrow.
A gain curve for the telescope was obtained through reducing all observations taken of standard continuum calibrators, by any project, during the observing period. A complete description of the procedures used to determine the gain curve in this manner can be found in Heiles (2001) . Additionally, observations were made of standard continuum calibrators every 2-3 hours during the project observations, with the results checked against the determined telescope gain, to insure no anomalous behavior occurred in the hardware during observations.
The variation between any individual measurement of a calibration source and the gain measurement could range as high as 20%, particularly in Arecibo's outer declination reaches (32
Smoothing the individual measurements onto a two-dimensional fit reduces the overall calibration error to less then 10%. To further reduce the error, sources were observed at angles between 2
• -14
• from the zenith whenever possible to avoid the regions where the residuals of the gain curve fit were high. Finally, each object was observed a number of different times, at different LSTs, so that any variations in the determined twodimensional gain curve are minimized. The the end result is flux measurements which should be reliable at the 5% level, or better.
To reduce the data, first the individual scans for each observation were averaged, and the on-and offsource observations were combined. The correct value for the gain curve was obtained using the average azimuth and zenith from the individual one second data dumps. The gain and system temperature corrections were made after combining the on-and off-source observations. At this point baselines were subtracted (using first order polynomials) and the flux, heliocentric velocity, and velocity widths were determined from each individual observation. This allowed for the determination of the potential ranges of values which an astronomer might see when observing a given object. Finally, the individual observations (without baseline subtractions) were combined to give the highest possible signal-to-noise for a given galaxy. Baselines were subtracted and the flux, heliocentric velocity, and velocity widths were determined from this averaged observation. In each case baseline fitting was done using a minimum of 200 frequency channels on each side of the line of interest. In sum, the observed, reduced data was
All baselines appeared to be best fit (in the χ 2 sense) by first order polynomials. Any discrepancies between the baseline fits and the data are reflected in the r.m.s. measurements obtained.
Final Results and Error Calculations
The final results and associated errors are reported in Table 1 , and the 8.5 km s −1 resolution spectra are in Figure 3 . (The 1.3 and 0.65 km s −1 resolution spectra are online at http://www.gb.nrao.edu/∼koneil/HIsurvey.) Each spectra was analyzed three times, at three different resolutions -0.65 km s −1 , 1.3 km s −1 , and 8.5 km s −1 , with the 8.5 km s −1 resolution data obtained through boxcar averaging the 0.65 km s −1 resolution data. The baseline fit region (described in the last section) was also used for determining the r.m.s. of the spectra. The flux was found by fitting (by eye) the outer edges of the galaxy, and all flux within the de- selected region. Finally, the heliocentric velocity is equal to 1/2 × (v high − v low ), where v low and v high are equal to the low and high values of the heliocentric velocity at 20% or 50% times mean value of two H I peaks.
The results from the data analysis were then combined, and errors determined, as described below. For each galaxy both the individual observations and the average of the individual observations were analyzed. The results from the averaged observations provide the most accurate measurements and are reported in Table 1. The individual measurements were used only to determine the range of values found, and are reported online at http://www.gb.nrao.edu/∼koneil/HIsurvey.
Heliocentric Velocity
The reported value for the heliocentric velocity comes from taking the mean value of the three heliocentric velocity measurements obtained from the averaged (high signal-to-noise) spectra. To determine the error for this value, first the r.m.s. error at each velocity resolution was determined through averaging the velocity measurements from the individual (not averaged) observations. The errors from the three velocity resolution were then added, in quadrature, to determine the final reported error.
Flux
Fluxes were determined at each velocity resolution from the averaged (high signal-to-noise) spectra of each galaxy. The r.m.s. of the averaged spectra was found through examining a minimum of 200 channels on either side of the spectral line of interest. The observational error was then determined as σ f lux,obs = √ N ×(channel width)×σ rms , where N is the number of channels (the velocity width divided by the channel width), and σ rms is the rms error calculated. The final error was determined through adding (in quadrature) the observational error and a 5% error assumed for the gain curve. (See Section 3 for a description of the gain curve error).
Velocity Widths
Velocity widths were found at both 20% and 50% of the peak flux for each velocity resolution using the averaged (high signal-to-noise) spectra of every galaxy. The error reported for the velocity widths are the r.m.s. errors from the average of the individual (not averaged) observations. On the occasion where the r.m.s. error was less than half the channel resolution, the error was set equal to half the channel resolution. the same is broken into two groups -objects which we believe our Arecibo measurements to be correct (squares) and objects which we believe the flux extends well beyond the Arecibo beam (circles). The lines show the median values of the two groups. See Section 6 for more information on these sources.
Signal-to-Noise vs. High Resolution
One interesting observational effect which can be studied with our observations is the trade-off between high frequency (channel) resolution and high signalto-noise (lower resolution). The average S/N is 14, 19, and 46 and the minimum (maximum) S/N seen are 2 (89), 3 (122), and 7 (310) for the 0.65, 1.3, and 8.5 km s −1 channel −1 resolutions, respectively. The lowest S/N for all three resolutions are from the observations of CAP 0718+06 and the highest from UGC 8091. Figure 4 shows the ratio of the fluxes found in the high (0.65 km s −1 ) and low (8.5 km s −1 ) resolution plots.
We also compared the flux values obtained for the various channel resolutions, and found that other than at the very. low S/N end of the distribution, the overall flux distribution is extremely similar between the low and high resolution images. However, looking at the individual comparisons between the low and high resolution measurements it is (not surprisingly) clear that the higher the overall signal-to-noise the more consistent the flux measurements are, with the differences between the measurements being essentially zero once the S/N reaches ∼30.
Figures 5 and 6 show a comparison between the measured (W 20 ) velocity widths and the velocity resolution. The results match what one would naïvely believe -the higher resolution spectra provide the most accurate measurements of the velocity widths. That is, one can see that the higher resolution images have, on average, slightly narrower velocity widths than the lower resolution spectra.
Green Bank Telescope Observations
After the Arecibo observations were analyzed, the fluxes of a number of objects were found to differ significantly from the literature values of the same sources. To check the Arecibo results, we re-observed the most discrepant sources (as described in Section 6) using the Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Telescope (GBT). All GBT observations took place between 19 April -14 May, 2004. Each galaxy was observed in two separate (linear) polarizations with a 12.5 MHz bandwidth and 32767 channels/polarization (0.08 km s −1 resolution). The data was then boxcar smoothed to 8 km s −1 resolution, to approximate the resolution of the Arecibo observations. Standard position switching techniques were used for all observations, tracking the same azimuth and zenith angle for the off-source and on-source observations to reduce any differences in baseline shapes. The on-and off-source observations were 5 minutes each with a 10 second on+off observation of a bright, calibrated, noise diode (the 'high-cal') to determine the system temperature.
The telescope gain was determined through observing 3-4 standard continuum calibrators each night. As the gain of the GBT at 1.4 GHz does not change significantly until one observes a source at low zenith angle (Ghiho, et.al 2001) , no sources were observed at zenith angles less than 45
• . As a result, the gain found with the continuum calibrators was applied to all sources without regard to their sky position. The variation between the calibration source measurements was between 5-10%. The calibration of the sources should not be trusted to better than this level.
Data reduction took place using the same methods (and routines) as for the Arecibo data, with the exception that second order baselines were fit to the data when necessary.
The measurements from the GBT observations are given in Table 2 , the spectra are shown in Figure 3 . A comparison between the GBT and Arecibo measurements is shown in Figure 7 . The average offset between the GBT and Arecibo measurements of sources which do not have H I extended outside the 3.5 ′ Arecibo beam (the black symbols in Figure 7 ) is 4±20%, essentially zero. Figure 8 shows a comparison between the velocity width (W 20 ) in our survey versus all values found in the literature (searched through NED -the NASA Extragalactic Database, and listed in Table 3 ). Similar plots are shown in Figures 9 and 10 for the flux measurements, using the final (gain, beam, and pointingcorrected) values in the literature for the comparison. In all plots the literature values are split into two categories -measurements previously made at Arecibo, and measurements made at any other telescope. Errors for the literature value typically came directly from the published value. In the cases where no value was published, the flux error was estimated from multiplying the reported velocity width by the reported r.m.s. error. When no error was reported for the measured velocity widths, the error was estimated to be equal to half a velocity channel. Errors used are given in Table 3 , and a description of the comparisons is below.
Comparison with Literature and GBT Values

Velocity Width Comparisons
For the velocity width measurement comparisons (Figure 8 ), the weighted average and mean of the differences between our observations and those found in the literature are zero regardless of the telescope used for the observations. This shows there are no systematic errors affecting our results. In fact, there are only at 1420 MHz). Additionally, the literature sample was broken into two categories -previous Arecibo Observations (all done before the upgrade) and those observations taken at other radio telescopes. No significant different from zero is seen for the mean of the difference between out measurements and those in the literature. The comparison between the value of UGC 9007 found by our survey and that found in ) is not shown on the plot. It should lie at W 20 =76 km s −1 , difference=1.35. at 1420 MHz). Additionally, the literature sample was broken into two categories -previous Arecibo Observations (all done before the upgrade) and those observations taken at other radio telescopes. This plot shows a a direct comparison between our data and that in the literature. The mean of the unweighted flux differences lie at 0.00 and 0.19 for the Arecibo and nonArecibo samples, respectively. at 1420 MHz). Additionally, the literature sample was broken into two categories -previous Arecibo Observations (all done before the upgrade) and those observations taken at other radio telescopes. This plot compares our data after it has been corrected for the beam width (see Section 6). The unweighted medians lie at −0.02 and 0.14 for the Arecibo and non-Arecibo samples, respectively.
3 observations (out of a total of 186) which vary by more than 20% from the value our measured values. In each case follow-up observations taken with the GBT confirmed our Arecibo measurements. The 'errant' literature values are:
• UGC 3118: There are two measurements of this galaxy in the literature, one of which agrees with our Arecibo and GBT measurements to within the errors, and one which does not. The 'errant' measurement was made by with the Green Bank 300 ′ telescope. Schneider, et.al list their observation as potentially confused with another source, which likely explains the difference in measurements.
• UGC 9007: Three values for the H I properties of UGC 9007 can be found in the literature, two which match that found by our Arecibo and GBT observations and one which does not. The value reported by Bothun et al. (1985a) is roughly 100 km s −1 larger than that found by all other observations. This, combined with the fact that the Bothun et al. W 50 measurement is considerable smaller than their W 20 measurement and is consistent with the other values found in the literature makes it likely that their high value for W 20 is in error.
• UGC 11017: There are two published values for velocity width of UGC 11017, only one of which does not match that found in our survey. This measurement, which is lower by 40 km s −1 from the the other available measurements, was taken by using the Arecibo telescope. Examining their profile shows the observation to be extremely low signal-to-noise, making their measured values suspect.
Total Flux Comparisons
For the flux measurements, the weighted average of the differences between our observations and those found in the literature (using the gain, beam, and pointing-corrected values in the literature) are zero regardless of the telescope used for the observations when comparing direct observations. However, the median difference between measurements in the literature and that found by us for non-Arecibo measurements differ by 20%, with the literature values being higher on average than our measurements (Figures 9  and 10 ).
To determine if the offset between the non-Arecibo measurements is due to many of the studies galaxies having H I emission extending beyond the Arecibo beam, we applied a beam dilution correction to all of the galaxies on our study. The beam dilution correction is based on Shostak's 1978 equation for the fraction of the total flux integral measured by a beam centered on a galaxy:
Here, θ 1 ∼ D 70 /1.1 with D 70 = 1.2a (arcmin), a 2 = −0.6a 1 and θ 2 = 0.23θ 1 (Hewitt, Haynes, Giovanelli 1983) . Additionally, the inclination is derived using the method described in assuming galaxies are oblate spheroids:
where r i = b/a, p = c/a, a, b, and c are the spheroid's three axiis, and p is determined from the galaxy type. The result of applying this correction to the data is shown in Figure 10 . Again the weighted difference between our observations with the corrected flux and those found in the literature are zero regardless of the telescope used for the observations. In this case, though, the median difference between measurements in the literature and that found by us for non-Arecibo measurements is lowered to 16%, with the literature values again being higher than our measurements (Figure 10) . Consequently, while it seems likely that extended H I for some of the observed galaxies is responsible for the high differences in the median flux values between our measurements and those taken at telescopes with larger beams, the flux correction did not adequately (and possibly not accurately) correct for the extended H I. To more thoroughly examine the flux differences found, we examined all galaxies with any published flux measurement differing from our measured value by at least ±20%. Of the 26 galaxies which fall into this category, 25 were observed with the GBT. The last galaxy, UGC 12695, had VLA synthesis measurements which agree with our Arecibo observations, and no GBT follow-up was warranted. A complete listing of the 26 galaxies follows: As none of these galaxies have another source within 20 ′ /1000 km s −1 , it is safe to assume that these objects have H I gas which extends well beyond the Arecibo beam, and that while our observations should be repeatable with the Arecibo telescope, the measured fluxes do not accurately reflect the total H I mass of the objects.
• Four other galaxies (UGC 2975, UGC 3476, UGC 4660, UGC 6464) with flux values in the literature discrepant from our Arecibo measurements were also observed with the GBT. Unfortunately, the follow-up observations did not reach a sufficient signal-to-noise to accurately determine the galaxies' fluxes with the GBT.
The only literature values for UGC 2975 and UGC 6464 are from the pre-upgrade Arecibo telescope. The values found for UGC 6464 straddle those found with our observations, while the one value previously published for UGC 2975 is smaller than that found with our observations. In light of the extremely accurate fluxes found for all other sources in this survey, we are confident that our recent measurements of these objects are correct.
UGC 4660 and UGC 3476 have literature values from the 300' Green Bank telescope which are larger than any Arecibo measurements taken of the galaxies. As a result, it is likely that the H I gas of these objects extends outside the Arecibo beam.
• UGC 12695 has 3 single dish observations and one interferometric (VLA) observation in the literature. The two pre-upgrade Arecibo measurements are higher than that found with our observations by 23-44%, while the Nançay measurement is 33% lower than ours. However, the published VLA value agrees with ours to within a few percent, again giving confidence that our measurements are accurate.
Compiling the above results shows that of the 108 galaxies observed for this project, only 9 have H I gas which extends beyond the Arecibo beam. As a result, measurements for these objects, while repeatable with the Arecibo 305m telescope, are not accurate representations of the total amount of neutral Hydrogen within the galaxies. Each of these objects is clearly marked in Table 1 .
Conclusion
We have created a very reliable reference catalog of H I spectral line observations. Of the 108 galaxies observed, only 9 have measured fluxes indicating significant H I gas extending beyond the Arecibo beam. As a result, our catalog currently contains the most accurate H I line measurements and spectra available for the remaining 99 galaxies. This catalog should be an extremely useful, well-defined reference catalog for anyone interested in 21-cm spectral line work.
All data and results from this survey are available online at both http://www.naic.edu/∼astro/HIsurvey and http://www.gb.nrao.edu/∼koneil/HIsurvey. (5) 3450 (5) A kk NOTE.-1 Telescopes: A= Arecibo 305m telescope; G = Green Bank 300ft telescope; N = Nancay Decimetric Radio Telescope; W = Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope; J = Jodrell Bank 250ft Telescope; E = Effelsberg 100m telescope; B = Green Bank 140ft Telescope. 2 Not given in the literature, and estimated from assuming a 10% flux error. 3 Not given in the literature, and estimated from 0.5*channel resolution.
